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ABSTRACT

This study aimed to determine the effects of consuming a high fat solution (HFS) compared to a high carbohydrate solution (HCS) during a cycling effort on substrate oxidation, muscle oxygenation and performance with cyclists and triathletes. Thirteen men participated in this study (age: 30.4 ± 6.3 y; height: 178.7 ± 6.1 cm; weight: 74.9 ± 6.5 kg; VO2 peak: 60.5 ± 7.9 mlO2⋅kg–1⋅min–1). The solutions were isocaloric (total of 720 kcal) and were consumed every 20 minutes. Each solution of HFS contained 12.78 g of lipids, 1.33 g of carbohydrates and 0.67 g of proteins, and each solution of HCS contained 28 g of carbohydrates. We measured pulmonary oxygen consumption and skeletal muscle oxygenation, using a Near Infrared Spectrometer (NIRS) during a cycling effort consisting of 2 hours at 65 % of maximal aerobic power (MAP) followed immediately by a 3-minute time-trial (TT). We observed that the consumption of the HFS increased the rate of fat oxidation at the end of the sub-maximal effort (0.61 ± 0.14 vs 0.53 ± 0.17 g⋅min–1, p < 0.05). We have also shown that the HFS negatively affected the performance in the TT (mean Watts: HCS: 347.0 ± 77.4 vs HFS: 326.5 ± 88.8 W; p < 0.05) and the rating of perceived exertions during the sub-maximal effort (modified Borg Perceived Exertion scale: 1–10) (mean: 3.62 ± 0.58 for HCS vs 4.16 ± 0.62 for HFS; p < 0.05). We did not observe a significant effect of the acute consumption of the HFS compared to the HCS on muscle oxygenation during the cycling effort. Finally, we observed that cyclists who demonstrated a high skeletal muscle deoxygenation relative to their pulmonary oxygen consumption (ΔHHb/VO2) had a higher fat oxidation capacity (higher Fatmax). In conclusion, even though the consumption of HFS increased the rate of fat oxidation at the end of a sub-maximal effort, it did not affect muscle oxygenation and it negatively affected performance and perceived exertion during a time-trial and caused gastro-intestinal distress in some participants.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Long distance triathlons and cycling competitions are gaining in popularity (Hadzipetros, 2009; Smale, 2016) and athletes are looking for ways to improve their performance, whether it is with a better-structured training plan, better equipment or by improving their nutrition. Due to the duration and intensity of these events, fueling properly is a big challenge for the athletes. Even though it is known...
that carbohydrate is the ideal fuel for endurance events and high intensity exercise (Burke, 2010), it is interesting for an endurance athlete to increase their ability to oxidize lipids since the quantity of lipids in adipose tissue and in the muscles is considerably larger than the quantity of glycogen in the liver and the muscles (Gonzalez et al., 2016; Jensen et al., 2011; Maunder et al., 2018). A good fat oxidation capacity, combined with carbohydrate intake during endurance events, would allow an athlete to preserve more glycogen which can be used when the intensity increases, such as when a cyclist needs to respond to an acceleration or at the end of the race when the athletes are accelerating toward the finish line (Hall et al., 2016; Jeukendrup & Achten, 2001). Frandsen et al. (2017) found that the maximal fat oxidation of triathletes competing in an Ironman triathlon is related to their performance in this ultra-endurance event. Endurance athletes generally have a good fat oxidation capacity, but there are many ways an athlete can increase even more their fat oxidation capacity, such as doing long aerobic training, doing fasted training, training twice a day or by training with minimum or without carbohydrate intake (Hawley, 2014).

Consuming lipids during exercise will increase acutely the rate of oxidation of fat, which can be determined by measuring the volume of oxygen and carbon dioxide consumed during the exercise and by using stoichiometric equations. However, it is not known if the effect of the acute ingestion of a HFS during exercise can be observed directly in the muscles by measuring deoxygenation (HHb) in the muscles, using Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). It is known that to regenerate ATP, more oxygen is needed when fat is oxidized compared to when glucose is oxidized (Burke et al., 2017; Jeukendrup & Wallis, 2004; Welch et al., 2007), so it is expected that acute fat ingestion will have an effect on muscle oxygenation. Since the main focus of the study is on muscle oxygenation, this study will explore the acute effect of fat ingestion during exercise rather than exploring the chronic effects of consuming lipids.

NIRS has been used by many to measure the blood influx and muscle oxygenation during exercise (Bhambani, 2004, Boone et al., 2010, Bringard & Perrey, 2004). The study from Zurbuchen et al. (2020) is the first study to demonstrate an association between the fat oxidation kinetics in the whole body and the muscle deoxygenation in the muscles in individuals of different fitness levels. Endurance training is associated with many adaptations such as enhanced oxidative enzyme activity, enhanced mitochondrial activity and increased mitochondrial volume and density (Baum et al., 2015; Bloor, 2005; Helge et al., 2007; Zurburchen et al., 2020). These adaptations are associated with both fat oxidation capacity and muscle oxygenation. Indeed, the increase in the capillarization improves muscle oxygenation and enhances the surface area of exchange of substrates and the entry of fatty acids in the muscle cells, which results in a better fat oxidation capacity (Hawley et al., 2014; Sahlin et al., 2008).

Therefore, since fat oxidation is related to muscle oxygenation, it is possible that the change in the rate of oxidation produced by the ingestion of a high fat solution could be measured directly in the muscle using NIRS. To our knowledge, it has not been studied. Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine the effects of consuming a high fat solution compared to a high carbohydrate solution (HCS) during a cycling effort on the oxidation of energetic substrates, on muscle oxygenation and on performance with cyclists and triathletes.

We hypothesized that the deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) would be higher when the participants consume the high fat solution since more oxygen would be used in the muscles, due to a higher fat oxidation rate. We also hypothesized that the fat oxidation would be higher when the subjects are consuming a HFS compared to a HCS. Furthermore, we believed that the rate of perceived exertion (RPE) would be significantly higher when the participants consume the HFS compared to the HCS since it has been demonstrated that ingesting carbohydrates during exercise lowers the RPE (Coggan & Coyle, 1987; Kang et al., 1996; Robertson et al., 1990; Utter et al., 2002; Utter et al., 2004). Also, we supposed that the performance during the time-trial would be negatively affected when the participants consume the HFS.

METHODS

Participants

Study participants were limited to male cyclists and triathletes who competed in triathlon or cycling competitions for at least two years and who regularly train for at least 10 hours per week. Furthermore, participants were required to be between 18 and 40 years old. Participants with...
diabetes and/or other medical problems as well as participants with nut allergies were excluded from this study. Furthermore, participants who followed a low carbohydrate-high fat diet (LCHF) were also excluded. Fifteen individuals participated in the study, but 13 participants completed the study (age: 30.4 ± 6.3 y; height: 178.7 ± 6.1 cm; weight: 74.9 ± 6.5 kg; VO₂ peak: 60.5 ± 7.9 mLO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹). The participants were recruited via a publication on the Facebook page of the L-Tips lab and on the main scientist’s Facebook page. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were mentioned on the publication, and the scientist contacted the people interested via e-mail to make sure they met the criteria.

**Ethics Statement**

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee at the Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières (CER-20-268-07.01) and was in accordance with the Helsinki declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000. Voluntary, written, informed consent was given by all participants. Study data was deidentified and anonymized to maintain anonymity.

**Methodology**

The study followed a single blind, randomized cross-over design. Each participant completed three sessions. The first session was a preliminary test to determine the metabolic and physiological values of the participants and was used to allow the participants to familiarize themselves with the equipment. The interval of time between each session varied between 5 and 10 days. A minimum of 5 days was necessary to make sure that the participants fully recovered from the previous experiments. The participants were instructed to refrain from doing any intense and/or long training in the 48 hours before each experimentation. The participants were also instructed to eat the same meals and to consume the same amount of caffeine (if the participant regularly consumes caffeine) before each experimentation.

In the first session, the height and body weight of the participants were measured. The body weight was also measured for the following two sessions. Before each session, a near-infrared spectrometer (Portamon, Artinis Medical Systems BV, Utrecht) was installed on the right vastus lateralis of the participants at 40 % of the distance between the patella and the greater trochanter (measured from the patella) and this area was shaved. The device was placed on the vastus lateralis because this muscle is active during cycling and since many studies have used the vastus lateralis for muscle oxygenation measurements (Gendron et al., 2018; Jeffries et al., 2019; Murias et al., 2011; Murias et al., 2013). Then, the spectrometer was placed in a clear plastic bag to prevent sweat being in contact with the device. Furthermore, a black cloth was placed over the device in order to prevent contamination by the ambient light and an elastic bandage wrap was used to make sure the device did not move during the experimentation. The cycling short of the participant was then placed over the bandage wrap to prevent movement of the device and to protect it even more from light contamination.

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) allows the non-invasive measurement of muscle oxygenation and blood influx in the muscle (Binzoni et al., 1999; Ferrari et al., 2016; Grassi et al., 2003; Ryan et al., 2012). The light in the near-infrared (NIR) region (~ 700-900 nm) is able to penetrate into biological tissues. The light absorption properties of hemoglobin and myoglobin vary, depending on whether they are bound to oxygen or not (Barstow, 2019). NIRS measures the quantity of oxyhemoglobin (HbO₂), deoxyhemoglobin (HHb), total hemoglobin (THb) as well as the tissue saturation index (TSI %) (Barstow, 2019).

A calibration protocol was executed before every experimentation to determine the participants’ muscle oxygenation values at rest and during occlusion (Ryan et al., 2012). The participants were lying down on a massage table and were asked to remain lying down and relaxed for a period of 5 minutes in order to measure their baseline values. During that time, they were asked to keep their legs as relaxed as possible and to refrain from talking. After the 5-minute rest period, a blood flow restriction cuff (The occlusion cuff elite®) was inflated at pressure of 300 mmHg with an air compressor (Ryan et al., 2012). The pressure was maintained for a 5-minute period by micro-adjusting the air flow with a valve. This occlusion period is used to determine the minimum oxyhemoglobin and total hemoglobin values as well as the maximum deoxyhemoglobin values. After the occlusion period, the cuff was deflated and was removed from the leg. The participant remained lying down for a period of three minutes, in order to measure the hyperemic response.

∆HHb, ∆THb and ∆Hbdiff were measured by subtracting the value at each moment by the baseline value measured at rest (Gendron et al., 2018; Jeffries et al., 2019; Murias et al., 2013):
whether O\textsubscript{2} extraction in the muscle increases or plateaus at high intensity as systemic oxygen consumption (V\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}}) was determined by plotting the HHb values against the % of V\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} peak in order to determine visually at what intensity the breaking point occurs (Ianetta et al., 2017; Zurbuchen et al., 2020).

For the first session, the participants arrived at the laboratory in the morning in a fasted state (overnight fast), since it is recommended to perform the Fat\textsubscript{max} test in a fasted state (Achten et al., 2002; Mauner et al., 2018). They were allowed to consume coffee (black coffee without sugar or milk) in the morning but not in the two hours preceding the test, and to drink water. The participants performed a maximal incremental test on a cycle ergometer. The participants used their own bicycles, which were installed on a Tacx NEO 2 smart trainer (Tacx, Wassenaar, Netherlands). Before the beginning of the test the heart rate and oxygen consumption values were measured for a 3-minute period, while the participants remained seated on their bicycle. The test began at an intensity of 100 watts and the intensity increased by 30 watts every 3 minutes. The participants were asked to remain seated on their saddle throughout the test and to maintain a constant pedaling frequency between 80 and 110 rpm. The test stopped when the participant stopped due to exhaustion or if the participant could not maintain a pedaling frequency superior to 60 rpm despite being encouraged to increase the pedaling frequency. The VO\textsubscript{2} peak was determined by averaging the peak VO\textsubscript{2} for 30 seconds. The maximal aerobic power (MAP) was determined as the intensity (watts) corresponding to the VO\textsubscript{2} peak. If a power ladder was not fully completed, 5 watts were added to the previous ladder completed for every 30 seconds completed. The maximal fat oxidation (MFO) was determined as the highest absolute rate of fat oxidation (g·min\textsuperscript{-1}) during the incremental test and the Fat\textsubscript{max} was determined as the intensity corresponding to the MFO (Achten et al., 2002; Nordby et al., 2006).

After the preliminary experimentation, following a single blind, randomized crossover design, the participants completed two experimentations at an interval of 7 to 10 days between each experimentation. Taking into account diurnal variations in measurements of oxygen consumption, the two experimentations occurred at the same time of day for every participant (Knaier et al., 2019). The order of the experimentations was determined randomly using Microsoft Excel. The participants were also instructed to eat the same meals and at the same time of day and to consume the same amount of caffeine (if the participant regularly consumes caffeine) before each experimentation, but to refrain from caffeine in the two hours preceding experimentation.
the experimentations. For the two experimentations, the participants cycled for two hours at an intensity corresponding to 65 % of the MAP (SE: steady effort) and then immediately executed a 3-minute time trial (TT). An intensity of 65 % of the MAP was used because it approximates the intensity of an Ironman triathlon or a long-distance cycling race (Noakes, 2001; Stebbins et al., 2014).

During the SE the intensity was set on the cycle ergometer using the Ergo mode so the participants did not have to change gears, and for the TT the cycle ergometer was set on the Slope mode, at a 1 % gradient, and the participants could change their gearing to adjust the intensity of the trainer. For the experimentations, the participants consumed either 28 g of carbohydrates (HCS) or 12.78 g of lipids, 1.33 g of carbohydrates and 0.67 g of proteins (HFS) every 20 minutes, starting at the 10th minute of the effort, for a total of 720 kcal, and the participants were instructed to consume water ad libidum. The quantity of the substrate was determined based on the nutrition recommendations of consuming between 60 and 90 grams of carbohydrates per hour during exercise of length superior or equal to 2 hours (Burke & Hawley, 2018; Stellingwerff & Cox, 2014). The HCS used was Hammer gel chocolate (Rocky Mountains, Montana, USA) and it consisted of a mix of different carbohydrates: maltodextrin, tapioca syrup, grape juice, rice dextrin and cultured dextrose. The high fat solution (HFS) was a mix of the nut gel and dark chocolate. We used mix of the nut gel and the MCT oil since the ingestion of a considerable quantity of MCT oil can cause GI distress (Gomes et al., 2014; Ivy et al., 1980; Lowery, 2004). The HFS experimentations for sets of specific values, a better GE means that less energy is required to generate a specific quantity of power (Coyle, 1995; Coyle, 2005; Hopker et al., 2009; Horowitz et al., 1994; Jeukendrup et al., 2000).

Laboratory Test Protocols and Measurements

\( \dot{V}O_2 \) and \( \dot{V}CO_2 \) were measured throughout the graded incremental test. During the following two experimentations, \( \dot{V}O_2 \) and \( \dot{V}CO_2 \) were measured during the first 10 minutes then they were measured every 20 minutes for a duration of 5 minutes. Fat and CHO oxidations were calculated using the following stoichiometric equations, which take into account that the urinary nitrogen excretion is negligible (Achten & Jeukendrup, 2003; Bossi et al., 2019; Péronnet & Massicotte, 1991):

\[
\text{Fat oxidation (g/min)} = 1.67 \times \dot{V}O_2 - 1.67 \times \dot{V}CO_2
\]

\[
\text{CHO oxidation (g/min)} = 4.55 \times \dot{V}CO_2 - 3.21 \times \dot{V}O_2
\]

\[
\text{EE (J/s)} = 281.67 \times \dot{V}O_2 + 80.65 \times \dot{V}CO_2
\]

The fat and carbohydrate oxidations were not calculated during the 3-minute time-trial since it has been observed that at an intensity superior to 75 % of \( \dot{V}O_2 \text{max} \), the stoichiometric equations are not valid (Jeukendrup & Wallis, 2005; Romijn et al., 1992).

Furthermore, gross efficiency (GE) during the two experimentations was measured using the following formula (Bossi et al., 2019):

\[
\text{GE} \, (\%) = \frac{[\text{mechanical power output (J.s}^{-1}\text{)]}}{[\text{metabolic power input (J.s}^{-1}\text{)]}} \times 100
\]

The GE measures the relationship between the mechanical power output that is generated by the participants with the metabolic power input that is required to generate that quantity of power. This measure is significant for endurance athletes since a better GE means that less energy is required to generate a specific quantity of power (Coyle, 1995; Coyle, 2005; Hopker et al., 2009; Horowitz et al., 1994; Jeukendrup et al., 2000).

Statistical Analyses

Paired t tests were performed to assess the systematic variance between the HCS and the HFS experimentations for sets of specific values, such as the performance in the 3-minute time trial, the metabolic values and the muscle oxygenation values. A regression analysis was performed to determine if there was a significant correlation between the \( \dot{V}O_2 \) peak and different values such as the Fat\text{max} intensity, the maximal fat oxidation (MFO) and the [HHb] breaking point. Also,
an analysis of variance was used to determine whether there was a significant shift of both % VO₂ peak, percentage of energy expenditure from fat oxidation and the respiratory exchange ratio (RER) during the 2-hour effort. Furthermore, the order of effect was calculated. Statistics, tables and figures were analyzed and created with Microsoft Excel 2020. Data in the tables are presented as means ± SD (standard deviation), whereas data in the figures are presented as means ± SEM (standard error of mean). Statistical significance was set as p ≤ 0.05.

RESULTS

Participants characteristics

Fifteen male cyclists and triathletes participated in this study (14 triathletes, 1 cyclist). The characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1. One participant only completed the preliminary test and did not complete the first experimentation due to an injury, and one participant did not complete the two experimentations due to gastrointestinal distress caused by the consumption of the HFS and because he was not able to sustain the required effort for the remaining 30 minutes. Therefore, thirteen participants completed the study (12 triathletes, 1 cyclist).

Table 1. Mean descriptive data of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>30.4 ± 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>178.7 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>74.9 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₂ peak (mLO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>60.5 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP (watts)</td>
<td>337.2 ± 60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP (w·kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAP: maximal aerobic power; VO₂ peak: peak oxygen consumption. N = 13

The fat oxidation and muscle oxygenation values from the preliminary test are shown in table 5-2. The mean VO₂ peak was 60.5 ± 7.9 mLO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ (48.33 – 76.03 mLO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) and the mean maximal aerobic power (MAP) was 337.2 ± 60.7 W. The mean Fatmax intensity in watts was 148.5 ± 74.0 W and the mean relative Fatmax intensity presented as a percentage of the VO₂ peak was 51.1 ± 12.0 %. The mean maximal fat oxidation was 0.74 ± 0.26 g·min⁻¹. We observed a significant positive correlation between the VO₂ peak of the participants and the Fatmax intensity (r = 0.53; p < 0.05). However, we did not observe a significant correlation between the VO₂ peak and the maximal fat oxidation (r = 0.27). Furthermore, we did not obtain a significant correlation between the VO₂ peak and the relative MFO (mg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹) (r = 0.29; p = 0.29).

We observed a deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) breaking point ([HHb]BP) in 10 of the 13 participants. For the other three participants, ΔHHb increased linearly during the test up to VO₂ peak. The mean [HHb]BP for the 10 participants was 74.9 ± 12.2 % VO₂ peak. The muscular deoxygenation relative to the pulmonary oxygen consumption (ΔHHb/VO₂) was also calculated during the incremental test. For 11 out of the 13 participants, ΔHHb/VO₂ increased as the intensity increased until reaching a maximum value and it then decreased. However, for two participants, ΔHHb/VO₂ increased until VO₂ peak. We observed a correlation between the Fatmax intensity (%VO₂ peak) and the intensity corresponding to the max ΔHHb/VO₂ (%VO₂ peak) (r= 0.696; p = 0.004).

Table 2. Fat oxidation and muscle oxygenation values from preliminary tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fatmax (Watts)</th>
<th>148.5 ± 74.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatmax (%VO₂ peak)</td>
<td>51.1 ± 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal fat oxidation (g·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative maximal fat oxidation (mg·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>9.9 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[HHb]BP * (% VO₂ peak)</td>
<td>74.9 ± 12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max ΔHHb/VO₂ intensity (% VO₂ peak)</td>
<td>73.8 ± 15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HHb: deoxyhemoglobin, [HHb]BP, deoxyhemoglobin breaking point; VO₂ peak: peak oxygen consumption. N = 13 *N = 10

Metabolic measurements during the cycling efforts

2 h at 65 % MAP

Mean oxygen consumption was slightly higher during the SE when the participants consumed the HCS compared to the HFS, but the difference was not significant (41.5 ± 6.0 vs 40.9 ± 5.01 mLO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹). As shown in fig. 1. (A-B), oxygen consumption and the heart rate drifted during the SE for both HCS and HFS (p < 0.001). Furthermore, the analysis of variance showed that the RER slope for both the HCS
Figure 1. (A), Percentage of maximal oxygen consumption, (B), heart rate, (C) RER and (D), percentage of energy expenditure from fat oxidation during the 2 h at 65% of MAP when consuming either carbohydrates or lipids.
and the HFS conditions decreased in a significant manner during the cycling effort. Furthermore, the analysis of variance showed that the RER slope for HFS decreased significantly more steeply.

The perceived exertion was measured using Borg’s modified scale (1–10). The mean RPE during the SE with the HCS was lower compared to the HFS (3.62 ± 0.6 vs 4.2 ± 0.6; p = 0.04). The RPE at the end of the SE (120th minute) was also lower with the HCS (5.0 ± 1.5 vs 5.9 ± 1.4; p = 0.04). As shown in fig.1. D, the percentage of energy expenditure from the oxidation of fat increased during the SE. As shown in table 5-3, in the second hour, the mean rate of fat oxidation was significantly lower with the HCS (0.53 ± 0.17 vs 0.62 ± 0.14 g·min⁻¹; p = 0.04). Also, the highest fat oxidation rate during the cycling effort was lower with the HCS compared to the HFS and the difference was significant (0.63 ± 0.19 vs 0.73 ± 0.16 g·min⁻¹; p = 0.008). The order of effect was measured, and it was not significant, so the order of the experimentations did not affect the results.

**3-minute time trial**

The mean power for the TT was significantly (p < 0.05) higher with HCS compared to HFS (347.0 ± 77.4 watts vs 326.5 ± 88.8 W). The mean heart rate for the TT was higher when compared to HFS (178.5 ± 7.7 vs 174.8 ± 7.4 bpm; p < 0.01) and the RER was also higher with HCS compared to HFS (1.07 ± 0.06 vs 1.02 ± 0.02; p < 0.01).

**Muscle oxygenation values during the cycling efforts**

The muscle oxygenation values measured by NIRS during the cycling efforts are displayed in table 5-4. There were no significant differences between HCS and HFS. As shown in fig. 2, Δ HHb increased rapidly during the TT and Δ HHb/VO₂ decreased during the TT for both HCS and HFS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle oxygenation values</th>
<th>HCS</th>
<th>HFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ HHb TT</td>
<td>38.7 ± 28.8</td>
<td>32.5 ± 19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Δ HHb TT</td>
<td>40.5 ± 32.5</td>
<td>32.9 ± 19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ HHb SE</td>
<td>26.0 ± 12.2</td>
<td>27.3 ± 18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % HHb TT</td>
<td>153.1 ± 55.0</td>
<td>142.1 ± 35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % HHb SE</td>
<td>173.7 ± 72.2</td>
<td>144.2 ± 35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % HHb SE</td>
<td>115.5 ± 33.4</td>
<td>116.7 ± 23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean TSI % TT</td>
<td>33.0 ± 16.7</td>
<td>38.1 ± 14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean TSI % SE</td>
<td>39.6 ± 14.0</td>
<td>42.5 ± 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ TThb TT</td>
<td>32.2 ± 41.4</td>
<td>20.1 ± 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ TThb SE</td>
<td>25.5 ± 36.0</td>
<td>16.6 ± 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ Hbdiff SE</td>
<td>-39.0 ± 21.6</td>
<td>-38.8 ± 33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δ Hbdiff TT</td>
<td>-60.3 ± 49.8</td>
<td>-46.0 ± 34.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Power, perceived exertion ratings, metabolic values and gross efficiency during cycling effort**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HCS</th>
<th>HFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Watts TT</td>
<td>347.0 ± 77.4</td>
<td>326.5 ± 88.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean HR TT</td>
<td>178.5 ± 7.7</td>
<td>174.8 ± 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean HR SE</td>
<td>147.5 ± 9.7</td>
<td>145.0 ± 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean VO₂, TT (mlO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>55.0 ± 10.3</td>
<td>53.4 ± 10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % VO₂, peak TT</td>
<td>90.7 ± 11.2</td>
<td>85.3 ± 11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean VO₂, SE (mlO₂·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>41.4 ± 6.0</td>
<td>40.9 ± 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% VO₂, peak SE</td>
<td>68.5 ± 6.0</td>
<td>67.7 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RER TT</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RER SE</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean PE (modified Borg scale 0 to 10) SE</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE (modified Borg scale 0 to 10) at 120th minute</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>5.9 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fat oxidation SE (g·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fat oxidation during 1st hour of SE (g·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fat oxidation during 2nd hour of SE (g·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum fat oxidation during SE (g·min⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross efficiency (%) during 2 h steady effort</td>
<td>19.98 ± 2.01</td>
<td>19.43 ± 1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PE: perceived exertion; RER: Respiratory exchange ratio; SE: steady effort; TSI %: Tissue saturation index; TT: time trial

N = 13
* p < 0.05
† p < 0.01
DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to determine the effects of consuming a high fat solution compared to a high carbohydrate solution (HCS) during a cycling effort on the oxidation of energetic substrates, on muscle oxygenation and on performance with cyclists and triathletes. We hypothesized that the deoxyhemoglobin (HHb) would be higher during the SE when the participants consume the high fat solution since more oxygen would be used in the muscles, due to a higher fat oxidation rate, but we did not observe a significant effect of the acute consumption of the HFS compared to the HCS on muscle oxygenation during the cycling effort. We also hypothesized that the fat oxidation would be higher when the subjects are consuming a HFS compared to a HCS. Even though the mean rate of fat oxidation for the SE was not significantly different, we did observe a significantly higher rate of fat oxidation for the last hour of the SE effort with the HFS. We also hypothesized that the rate of perceived exertion (RPE) would be significantly higher when the participants consume the HFS compared to the HCS and that the performance during the time-trial would be negatively affected when the participants consume the HFS. We did observe a negative impact of the HFS on both performance and rating of perceived exertion.

Effect of the substrates consumed on metabolic values and fat oxidation

We have observed that the percentage of calories from the oxidation of fat increased during the SE for both the HCS and the HFS and that the mean rate of fat oxidation in the second hour was significantly higher with the HFS compared to the HCS. Many studies have observed a higher fat oxidation rate with the ingestion or intravenous injection of lipids during a physical effort. (Costill et al., 1977; Hawley et al., 2000; Vukovich et al., 1993). However, since we did not compare the HFS...
and HCS conditions with a control condition where the participants would have consumed nothing during the exercise, it is not possible to know with certainty if the higher fat oxidation rate with HFS is mainly due to the consumption of lipids or to the fact that the participants did not consume carbohydrates. Furthermore, since we did not use isotopically labelled solutions, it is not possible to know how much of the HFS that was ingested was oxidized. It could be possible that only a marginal portion of the HFS was absorbed and oxidized during the exercise. However, based on the literature, it is expected that a significant quantity of the HFS was oxidized in addition to the oxidation of endogenous lipid sources (intramuscular triglycerides and adipose tissue) and that if we had compared the rate of fat oxidation with a control group, the rate of fat oxidation would have been higher for HFS compared to the control group (Décombaz et al., 1983; Hawley, J. A., 2002; Massicotte et al., 1992; Satabin et al., 1987).

We also demonstrated that the RER slope for both the HCS and the HFS conditions decreased in a significant manner during the SE and the RER slope for HFS decreased more steeply, which shows a greater reliance on fat oxidation for energy (Miura et al., 2000). It is well known that as the duration of a steady physical effort increases, the fat oxidation rate also increases (Achten & Jeukendrup, 2004; Purdom et al., 2018; Romijn et al., 1993; Van Hall, 2015).

**Economy of effort**

In endurance sport, having a good economy of effort is important, since less energy is spent at a specific intensity. The economy of effort of an athlete is affected by many factors, such as metabolic, biomechanical, neuromuscular and cardiorespiratory factors. The economy of effort can also be affected by the diet of the individual. This was observed in cyclists by Cole et al. (2014) and in elite race walkers by Burke et al. (2017). However, Shaw et al. (2019), have demonstrated that the economy of effort of runners was not affected at an intensity inferior to 60 % \(\dot{V}_{O_2}\)max following 31 days of ketogenic diet, but the economy of effort was affected at an intensity superior to 70 % \(\dot{V}_{O_2}\)max. In this present study, we studied the effect of the acute ingestion of a high fat solution instead of the chronic effect. We did not observe an increase in oxygen consumption during the SE or an effect on gross efficiency when the participants consumed the HFS.

**Performance and rate of perceived exertion**

The performance during the TT was better with the HCS compared to the HFS, which was expected since carbohydrate is known to have an ergogenic effect (Currel & Jeukendrup, 2008; Karels et al., 2010). Furthermore, the RPE was significantly higher when the participants consumed the HFS. The RPE affect greatly the central motor drive and therefore, mechanical output that is produced by an individual (Christian et al., 2014; Marcora & Staiano, 2010). Therefore, the RPE at the end of SE may have affected the performance during the following TT. The fact that the perceived exertion was lower with the HCS compared to the HFS is in agreement with the literature. Many studies have observed a lower RPE with carbohydrate supplementation compared to a placebo (Coggan & Coyle, 1987; Kang et al., 1996; Robertson et al., 1990; Utter et al., 2002; Utter et al., 2004). This reduced RPE can be partially explained by a greater carbohydrate oxidation rate in the carbohydrate supplementation group (Robertson et al., 1990; Utter et al., 2004) and by the effect of carbohydrate supplementation on the central nervous system (Beelen et al., 2009; Carter et al., 2004; Chambers et al., 2009).

**Gastrointestinal distress**

Of the 14 participants who began all the experimentations, one person was not able to finish the SE when he consumed the high fat mix due to GI distress and due to lack of energy. The individual had to stop after 88 minutes. This individual did not have any GI issue when he consumed the HCS. This participant was the only one who couldn't complete the cycling efforts, but another participant also had GI distress when consuming the HFS, which negatively impacted his perception of effort during the SE and his performance during the TT. The other participants had no GI discomfort with the HCS and the HFS. A few studies have observed that the consumption of MCT oil during exercise can result in GI distress (Gomes & Aoki, 2014; Ivy et al., 1980; Lowery, 2004).

**Muscle oxygenation**

Muscle oxygenation in the *vastus lateralis* was measured with NIRS during both the preliminary test and the two experimentations. According to the literature, during the incremental test, in most of the participants, deoxyhemoglobin (\(\Delta A\text{Hb}\)) increased as...
the intensity increased until a breakpoint and from that point, ∆HHb increased at a less steep slope (Azevedo et al., 2020; Ferreira et al., 2007; Murias et al., 2013; Spencer et al., 2012). However, in 3 of the 15 participants ∆HHb increased linearly during the test until the end of the test. These 3 participants were amongst the fittest athletes in the group of participants (61.32 – 69.52 mLO2·kg−1·min−1). This was also observed by Gendron et al. (2018). This could be explained by a higher oxidative capacity in these participants due to a higher proportion of slow twitch fibers and/or to mitochondrial adaptations such as a higher density and volume of mitochondria and enhanced mitochondrial activity, as well as greater capillary density (Boone et al., 2009; Trappe et al., 2006). A higher proportion of slow twitch fibers would delay the recruitment of fast twitch fibers, which have better fractional O2 extraction capacity than slow twitch fibers (Behnke et al., 2003; Boone et al., 2009; McDonough et al., 2005; Ferreira et al., 2006).

Furthermore, in most of the participants, the ratio between the deoxygenation in the vastus lateralis and the pulmonary oxygen consumption (∆HHb/VO2) increased until a maximal value and then decreased before the VO2 peak, which shows that at a high intensity, oxygenation in the vastus lateralis plateaued while systemic VO2 increased due to an increase in oxygen consumption in other muscles such as the respiratory muscles and possibly also the arms, since there is usually more upper body movement at the end of an incremental test (Gendron et al., 2018). However, in two of the fittest participants, ∆HHb/VO2 increased until the VO2 peak, which was also observed by Gendron et al. (2018). We observed a significant correlation between the intensity (VO2 peak) corresponding to the max ∆HHb/VO2 and the Fatmax intensity. Therefore, the participants with a higher max ∆HHb/VO2 intensity tended to also have a higher Fatmax intensity. This shows, as demonstrated by Zurbuchen et al. (2020), that the fat oxidation capacity is related to the muscle deoxygenation capacity.

Because of the increased cost in oxygen for ATP regeneration with fat oxidation compared with carbohydrates oxidation (Burke et al., 2017; Jeukendrup & Wallis, 2004; Welch et al., 2007), we hypothesized that during the SE, more oxygen would have been required with HFS, so ∆HHb would have been higher. The ratio of ATP regenerated by molecule of oxygen consumed by the mitochondria is known as the P/O ratio (Befroy et al., 2008; Brand, 2005; Salin et al., 2015). Based on theoretical and empirical data, the P/O ratio for the oxidation of glucose is ∼15 % compared to the ratio for the oxidation of a fatty acid (Brand, 2005; Welch et al., 2007). However, we were not able to observe significant differences between the HCS and the HFS for the muscle oxygenation during the cycling efforts.

We observed during the TT that the ∆HHb tended to be higher during the HCS compared to HFS, but it was not significant. This can be explained by the fact that the participants generated more power output during the TT with the HCS. Furthermore, ∆HHb increased significantly during the TT that followed the SE for both HCS and HFS. When the intensity is higher, more oxygen is consumed by the muscles, so HHb increases and HbO2 decreases (Christmass et al., 1999; Grassi et al., 1999, Kawaguchi et al., 2001).

**Fatmax and the maximal fat oxidation**

During a test Fatmax, the quantity of fat oxidized in absolute terms (g·min−1) increases as the intensity increases until it reaches its maximum value at sub-maximal intensity, which is named maximal fat oxidation (MFO) and the corresponding intensity is named the Fatmax intensity (Achten et al., 2002; Nordby et al., 2006). As the intensity increases pass the Fatmax intensity, the absolute oxidation of fat decreases until it is almost null at a really high intensity. In the present study, the relative Fatmax intensity was 51.1 ± 11.2 % VO2 peak and it is usually situated between 45 and 65 % of VO2 peak (Achten & Jeukendrup, 2004; Venables et al., 2005). In the present study, the mean MFO was considerably higher than the MFO obtained in most studies (Nordby et al., 2006; Randell et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2015; Stisen et al., 2006; Venables et al., 2005). The fact that most participants competed in half Ironman triathlons and that some participants even participated in Ironman triathlon, which are ultra-endurance events, may explain the higher MFO values obtained in this study. However, no participants followed, or has ever followed a low carb high fat diet, so the high MFO values can unlikely be explained by the diet of the participants.
THE EFFECTS OF ACUTE INGESTION OF A HIGH-FAT SOLUTION, COMPARED TO A HIGH-CARBOHYDRATE SOLUTION, ON SKELETAL MUSCLE OXYGENATION, FAT OXIDATION AND PERFORMANCE DURING A 2-HOUR CYCLING EFFORT FOLLOWED BY A SHORT TIME TRIAL IN CYCLISTS AND TRIATHLETES

## Limitations

This study has some limitations. First of all, we did not include a familiarization session to allow the participants to get familiarized to the time trial test. The participants could have cycled for one hour at 65 % of MAP and then done a 3-minute time trial in order to learn how to pace a short time-trial. In order to determine if the lack of a familiarization session affected the results, we measured the order of effect and it was not significant. Therefore, since the order of the experimentations did not affect the results, it is unlikely that the lack of a familiarization session had an impact on the results. Furthermore, we did not include a control group where the participants did not consume food during the experiments. Even though some studies studying the effects of the ingestion of MCT have included a control group of no food intake (Angus et al., 2000; Jeukendrup et al., 1998; Massicotte et al., 1992), many studies have not included a control group of no food intake (Decombaz et al., 1983; Goedecke et al., 1999; Horowitz et al., 2000; Ivy et al., 1980; Jeukendrup et al., 1995; Jeukendrup et al., 1996; Satabin et al., 1987; Van Zeyl et al., 1996; Vistisen et al., 2003). That would have allowed to determine if the ingestion of fat increased the fat oxidation rate compared to no food intake and if the time trial performance was improved with the HFS compared to no food intake. Furthermore, it would have allowed us to determine if the RPE is higher without any food intake compared to with the HFS. If that would have been the case, we could have concluded that even though the RPE is higher with the HFS compared to the HCS, the ingestion of lipids is beneficial compared to no food intake because it would have reduced the RPE.

Another limitation of the study is that the quantity of HCS and HFS were not administered based on the weight of the participants. Instead, since all the participants were male athletes and since the difference in weight was minimal (74.9 ± 6.5 kg), we administered the same quantity of HCS and HFS to all the participants, based on the recommendations of ingestion between 60 and 90 g of carbohydrate per hour during exercise of length superior or equal to 2 hours (Burke & Hawley, 2018; Stellingwerff & Cox, 2014). Furthermore, even though both the HCS and the HFS were supposed to be indistinguishable (both solutions tasted like chocolate and were administered in an opaque flask), the HFS was easily distinguishable because the participants could identify the taste of nuts. Finally, we did not used isotopically traced solutions, so it is not possible to determine what quantity of the HFS ingested that was oxidized. However, many studies have observed that the lipids ingested were partly oxidized, both at rest (Metges et al., 1991) and during exercise (Décombaz et al., 1983; Jeukendrup et al., 1995; Massicotte et al., 1992; Satabin et al., 1987). We can therefore estimate that part of the lipids in the HFS were indeed oxidized during the experiment.

## CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that the acute consumption of a HFS increased the rate of fat oxidation at the end of a long constant effort. Therefore, without following a low carb high fat diet, it is possible to acutely increase the rate of fat oxidation for a specific submaximal endurance training. However, we have also shown that the acute consumption of a HFS negatively affected both the performance during a TT after a long constant effort and the RPE. We did not, however, observe a significant effect of the acute consumption of the HFS compared to the HCS on muscle oxygenation during the cycling efforts. Finally, we have shown that cyclists who demonstrated a high skeletal muscle deoxygenation relative to their pulmonary oxygen consumption (AHHb/VO₂) had a higher fat oxidation capacity (higher Fat_dmax), which shows that the fat oxidation capacity is to a certain degree related to the muscle oxygenation capacity. In this present study we looked at the effect of the acute consumption of a HFS on muscle oxygenation, performance and on the oxidation of substrates, but it would be interesting to determine if consuming a HFS during multiple training sessions over a prolonged period of time can have an effect on muscle oxygenation during a long cycling effort and a more pronounced effect performance, and on the oxidation of substrates.
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